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When his 11-year-old Lhasa Apso, Fergie, was diagnosed with lymphoma, a deadly cancer, Dr.

Steven Eisen decided not to rely on standard veterinary care but to apply his own specialist

expertise to the case and to treat his dog holistically. He knew from his prior research that a skillfully

tailored diet, plus natural supplements, would often achieve cures without the downsides of

conventional medicine. His instincts were validated: Fergie was restored to health, confounding her

vet's prognosis that she would live no more than six weeks by surviving for almost two and a half

years and reaching normal life expectancy for her breed. Dog Cancer: The Holistic Answer

describes in detail the broad protocol Dr. Eisen used to rescue Fergie from her death sentence and

explains how to customize it for one's own dog. While acknowledging that each owner must make a

personal decision on the relative merits of conventional and holistic approaches, he presents a

powerful case for questioning the use of toxic, invasive, and high-priced methods that too often end

in grief. Unlike most books on dog cancer treatments, which are overstuffed and overwhelming to

the average dog owner, this guide is tightly focused on the need to act wisely right away. In just 80

pages, Dr. Eisen clearly explains the five steps of the healing protocol, beginning with the

elimination of toxins from the body, from the immediate environment, and from every item the dog

consumes; continuing with the easy preparation of an anti-cancer diet; then moving on to immune

enhancement, enzyme therapy, and the use of vitamins, herbs, and other supplements. The totality

of information distilled by Dr. Eisen cannot currently be found in any other single source. Certain key

transformative supplements, for example, are overlooked by every other book surveying the range

of holistic options. For dog owners seeking a benign, proven approach to the healing of their pets'

cancer, this is the indispensable roadmap.
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***I am truly sad that the protocol in the book is not saving my dog. I am

devastated***______________________________________________Initially, I am basing my

review on the information in the book. Dr. Eisen's book is easy to read; about 2 hours. I wish I had

known Dr. Eisen, as some of you did.I adopted Vinny (toy poodle) at a humane society 11-15-13, so

I have had him a little over 8 mos. They guessed his age at 9 years; looks younger. Previously, he

had been in another shelter by another adoptee & he got out. He was in poor shape when brought

in. He looks gorgeous now, since I've been cooking for him, adding supplements, enzymes, etc.

He's kind, calm and good natured. He was given a lot of vaccines and kennel cough meds. at the

shelter.Ã¢Â™Â¥ 5/8/14Ã¢Â™Â¥ I started treating him with some of the supplements about the

beginning of May 2014. I gradually added everything from the book.He had a "lymphoma blood test"

which is new and originates in the United Kingdom. The test was low on the numbers. Then, we had

the fine needle aspiration done and he does have Lymphoma.He has swollen lymph nodes under

the chin on each side, and two in his chest; moveable. Also one small enlarged lymph node on his

back thigh. (5 nodes)I am treating the nodes with "Young Living Essential Oils" Frankincense &

Cloves Oils on the tumors, and also internally 3 drops with a little olive oil. This oil kills cancer cells,

and is non-toxic. I have treated fatty tumors on my sheltie and they do disappear.Vinny is feeling

well, as I can tell this by our half hour walks. I will update as time goes on, to let you know how he is

doing. I am hopefully optimistic that Dr. Eisen's protocol will help Vinny. My HUGE prayer is

ongoing, and hoping he heals. We adore him!__________________August 27, 2014:Vinny

Update:Very sad news that Vinny is completely blind. He's getting around the house marvelously,

but I can tell he's depressed. I've taken him for long walks previously, taken him for rides in the car

to lift his spirits. It's to the point he can't take walks anymore. His liver is enlarged and he has a

mass in his stomach. He's grade 5 Lymphoma. I have only had him for 9 months from a shelter and



I can tell you I am beyond devastated. Out of the 9 months, he had 5 mos. of normalcy. I followed

the book to a "T" but for some reason the supplements are not working for him.I also have him on

"Immune One" & "Cell Support" made by Source Naturals. The supplements have helped him to

have an appetite, and he can still walk. http://www.immuneone.com/ He mainly loves chicken,

cauliflower and broccoli.I was hoping and praying that I would have more time with Vinny, but it

appears he's close to passing. It could be a two weeks or less. Friends and family say I've given him

a good life, probably better than he's known, but it still doesn't feel right that this little doll of a boy

poodle is going to leave us. He doesn't deserve it. Sorry, I'm truly

sad!_____________________Update:Vinny passed away in his sleep at 1 AM, 9-25-14. I spent

time with him, talking to him and letting him know what a great dog he is, and that he made a

difference in my life, and how much I love him. He died about an hour and a half later. I am truly

devastated.

A lot of great information.

was great, fast delivery. I just should of done better research. The book is easy to read and follow,

but when I tried to access the website they recommend to purchase supplements I was blocked.

Also read a few reviews from others about the writer and it basically killed my hopes of prolonging

my dogs life.

Very disappointed in this book. I went by the great ratings and ignored the poor ratings. The

websites listed in the book do not exist! Plus, this "Doctor" isn't even a vet! Not to mention how

expensive this book is. It's a rip-off! Shame on him

Not able to get on any of the websites in this book to purchase any of their products or needed

supplies for treatments. Not able to find or contact the Dr who wrote the book.

Good reference!

Good information for holistic approach to cancer treatment. If my dog was older, like his was, I'd be

more inclined to go that route. My dog is only 6, so I chose conventional treatment (chemo), and

hope I did the right thing! It's early in his treatment.



used most of the suggestions here. My dog is loving the new meals. Wish I'd known about his

nutrition before. I don't know whether it will extend her life, but her quality of life is definitely

improved 100%.
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